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TRAIL DISTILLING RECEIVES TWO SILVER MEDALS AT ADI’S 2017 COMPETITION 
 

The First Distillery in the First City West of the Mississippi Since Prohibition 

Oregon City, OR, April 6, 2017–First City Vodka and Trillium Gin received Silver Medals at the American Distilling 

Institute’s 2017 Judging Competition. “This is a great honor for Trail Distilling. We’ve been open five months and to get 

this recognition at the largest and most respected international competition is an honor” said Sara Brennan, Co-Owner. 

First City Vodka, named after Oregon City’s namesake, is hand crafted from wheat, triple filtered and passed through 

limestone creating a soft landing on the palate. Trillium Gin, a citrus and floral forward gin, contains fourteen botanicals 

and took over a year to develop.  

Trail Distilling will release First City Rum soon. Their rye whiskey growing at their nearby family’s farm will be distilled 

early summer and put into barrels for aging.  They are also barrel aging Trillium Gin for a release within the year. 

Spirit enthusiasts and new comers alike can find Trail Distilling conveniently located on Hwy 213, in Oregon City, the end 

of the Oregon Trail. Their 8,500 square foot building contains a dual column reflux German still and inviting Tasting 

Room where their spirits can be tasted and purchased as well as other merchandise. The Tasting Room is located at 

21553 S Hwy 213 in Oregon City and open Fridays 12:00 – 7:00, Saturdays & Sundays 12:00-6:00 or by appointment. It is 

also available for private and corporate events. 

About Trail Distilling®.  Located at the end of the Oregon Trail, Trail Distilling® is the home of the First Distillery in the 

First City West of the Mississippi Since Prohibition and produces the finest in premium spirits. Our award winning 

products are handcrafted, beginning with clear Cascadian glacial water and naturally-harvested grains. Trail Distilling® is 

a certified farm distillery and registered trademark of Trails End Spirits, LLC.  Find your own trail with Trail Distilling®.      
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